Advertising Campaigns Audit for Pilot.ua:

How to Increase Sales While Maintaining
Low Transaction Costs
This is a case study about creating an audit for a Google AdWords
advertising campaign and improving its performance by increasing
the number of sales while reducing the cost of transactions.

Client
The company was founded in 1998.
Today, Pilot is the second top-rated
company that specializes in selling
ﬂight tickets and tourist services in
Ukraine. It is accredited by the International Air Transport Association
(IATA). More than 200 people work
across the 20 ofﬁces within the company. They operate according to the
uniﬁed standards of customer service
7 days a week.

www.pilot.ua

Challenge
1) To analyze the current state of the clients Google AdWords advertising account;
2) To provide recommendations for improving the effectiveness of contextual advertising.

Project Team
Alexandra Mishchenko
Head of the Project Managers at Promodo

Alexey Vasutkin
Head of the Contextual Advertising department at Promodo

Alexander Zaremsky
Deputy Head of the Contextual Advertising department at Promodo

Audit stages
1) Checking correctness of the advertising account settings;
2) Analyzing the structure and settings of the advertising campaigns;
3) Analyzing the content part of the campaigns (keywords, negative
keywords, texts of advertisements);
4) Checking the statistical systems and Web analytics settings.
During the audit, a number of signiﬁcant errors in the structure
of the advertising account were revealed. The strategy for conducting
the advertising campaigns also required improvements.

The team had checked the following aspects in particular:
1) Structure of the Google AdWords account.
The account did not have a clear, logical breakdown into the main advertising campaigns for the sale of ﬂight and
railway tickets. The decision was made to remake the account again. A sample of a structured campaign for selling
air tickets is provided below.
Structure of an advertising campaign:
a) Flight tickets;
b) Flight ticket booking;
c) Flight tickets cheap;
d) Flight tickets cheap online;
e) Flight tickets order;
f) Flight tickets buy;
g) Flight tickets purchase online;

h) Flight tickets online;
i) Flight tickets online Kyiv;
j) Flight tickets price;
k) Flight tickets cost;
l) Flight tickets ofﬁce;
m) Flight.

2) Ad campaigns language targeting.
The majority of campaigns was targeted to all
languages. We recommended to limit targeting to
the English, Ukrainian, and Russian languages.
3) Geotargeting.
In the advertising account, targeting to Ukraine
was used. It was suggested to disable targeting to
the Crimea, Donetsk and Lugansk regions to save
the budget. Also, we customized geographic targeting of every advertising campaign. For example, for the Zhytomyr City, we used geotargeting
to Zhitomir and excluded targeting to Ukraine.
4) Limitations of daily budget.
Our experts found that several campaigns were
limited by their budget.

5) Ad delivery method.
Most ad campaigns used a standard delivery
method. Thus, the ads missed out on some
searches. It was recommended to use an accelerated
delivery in order to increase the ads shown and
ensure their higher positioning. The team also
identiﬁed campaigns that had a potential for
increasing out-reach.
6) Changing rates, depending on a conversion
level, by time of day.
We found out that the adjustment depending on
the time rate was not applied.
7) Google Addresses.
It was revealed that 65 campaigns did not use the
address input extension. The address was shown
in only 8 campaigns.

8) Function that allows to display a phone number in ads.
This extension was used only in 25 campaigns. Other campaigns
were shown without a phone number.
9) Displaying additional links in the ads.
Only 11 of 73 advertising campaigns used the additional links
extension.
10) Number of advertisements at the group level.
More than 4,000 groups did not contain ads. In a variety of groups,
only one ad was used. It was recommended to use at least 2 ads
and one ad for mobile devices in rotation.
11) Remarketing.
Ad campaigns with remarketing were not used in the account.
There was no interaction with the users who left the website.
Remarketing audiences were set up through Google AdWords
and Google Analytics.
12) Cost per conversion (CPC) optimizer.
A CPC optimizer was not used. At the time of the audit, there
was an ability to use it in 11 campaigns.

Content audit
At this stage of work, we checked the following parameters:
1) Dynamic insert of a title in an ad. This feature was not used in all
ads, which reduced their clickability.
2) Grammatical errors in ads. Some ads had grammatical errors.
3) Call-to-action in ads. CTA in advertisements was rarely used.
4) Use of three types of keyword matching. Some of the ad groups did
not use all three keyword matching types. In some of these, incorrect
keyword matching types were used.
5) Transactional searches among the keywords. These type of
searches was used less frequently than it should be. Requests were
studied,the core of search requests was expanded using such keywords
as ‘buy’, ‘cost’, ‘price’, ‘how much’, ‘payment’ and ‘delivery’.
6) Negative keywords in the advertising account. Some most active
ad campaigns had fewer negative keywords than they supposed to.
7) Bids at the keyword level. Keyword bids were used. But the bids at
the keyword level were overpriced. It was recommended to use the rates
by 10-15% higher than it was required for withdrawal to the "top of
page bid est." This made it possible to save the cost per click budget.

Web analytics settings
We checked the accuracy of tracking targeted actions on the website.

The goals were adjusted, but not for every proﬁle. Partially, they
were disabled and data on achievements was not ﬁxed.
The team checked the use and correct installation of an e-commerce module. The e-commerce module was used only in the Google
Analytics proﬁle for air.pilot.ua. We also connected this with the proﬁle
for train.pilot.ua.
The audit showed that the advertising account was not optimized.
We implemented the aforementioned recommendations, and it was fair
to predict the improvement of commercial indicators of advertising at
least by 30-40%.

Applied changes
Completely redesigned the account structure.
Implemented audit recommendations.
Set up data in Google Analytics correctly.
Optimized and included negative keywords.
Used remarketing campaigns and also launched a beta-campaign
for dynamic remarketing.
Started a campaign with search remarketing.
Used API XML to launch a campaign for ﬂight destinations,
indicating the cost of tickets and their availability in the ads.
Developed a new ﬂash banner to continuously maintain
interest among users and reduce the growth of cost per click.
Tried promotion tools such as search advertising and remarketing
in Yandex.Direct.
Identiﬁed and applied KPIs for advertising campaigns.

Results

Google AdWords showed the following results.

The transaction coefﬁcient increased by 24%, while the cost per click decreased by 8%.

After the ﬁrst month of work, the team reached the following results:
- CPC decreased by 8%,
- Advertising budget reduced by 6%,
- Flight ticket booking increased by 76%,
- Cost per ﬂight ticket booking decreased by 46%,
- Income increased by 81%.
After using Google AdWords and Yandex.Direct instrument, the website had the following
transaction coefﬁcient from the paid trafﬁc.

The website generated the following income.

What’s next?
- Enhance and increase the reach in the Google Display Network
and the Yandex Advertising Network.
- Set up and run dynamic remarketing campaigns.
- Start a YouTube video campaign.
- Promote the project in search engines.
- Start using Gmail Sponsored Promotions.
- Optimize conversion and simplify the sales funnel.
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